Purpose: To inform students about a nurse’s (or other health professional’s) job responsibilities.

Materials needed: A stuffed animal (teddy bear, doll, etc.) for each student and one for the nurse and teacher. The teacher may want to bring a few extra stuffed animals to class. The nurse will need to bring a stethoscope and other tools used to assess patients.

Duration: 10–15 minutes

Instructions:
- The nurse will use the stuffed animal to demonstrate how he/she assesses a patient.
- For example, the nurse will show the students where to listen to a heart beat by placing the stethoscope on the stuffed animals “heart.”
- Once the nurse has finished the assessment, allow your students to ask questions.

Adaptations: Can be adapted for any health profession. Bring tools or other props that aid in showing your daily tasks. Volunteer students can also be used in the demonstration instead of a stuffed animal.

References: South Dakota Office of Rural Health
Purpose: Children will learn many of the skin’s functions. Children listen to a poem that tells them all about their skin and answer questions that challenge them to use what they’ve learned.

Materials needed: “Let’s Salute Your Birthday Suit” story/poem – attached

Instructions:

• Begin by asking the class if they can name one of the largest organs in their body. [Skin.] Ask how much they think a person’s skin weighs. [Five to ten pounds, depending on his or her size.]
• Tell children that you are going to read them a humorous (but true) poem about skin. It’s called, “Let’s Salute Your Birthday Suit!”
• Read the poem to the class. If the children’s reading skills are sufficiently advanced, divide the poem into sections and have the children read the parts aloud.
• Review the concepts in the poem.
• Review Words to Share
  o Dermis
  o Energy
  o Epidermis
  o Goose Bumps
Ask the following questions:

- What things can your skin do to help you? *[Hold your parts together, cool you off or heat you up, fend off germs, repair tears.]*
- What is Melanin? *[A darkening agent in your skin that protects you from the sun’s rays.]*
- How does sweat help you? *[It cools your body as it evaporates.]*
- What’s the difference between the dermis and the epidermis? *[The epidermis is the outside of your skin. It stops dirt, germs and strong sunlight from getting into your body. The dermis is the middle layer of skin that makes new epidermis at the top and contains all the nerves, blood vessels, sebaceous glands, sweat glands and hair roots.]*

Possible extensions include:

- Children may wish to act out the poem, complete with visual aids.
- Children may dig deeper in areas of study such as Skin and Infection, Skin and Healing, Skin and Sensitivity, Fingerprints, etc.
- Children may write their own skin poetry.

References:

- [www.healthyhands.com](http://www.healthyhands.com)
Poem

Let's Salute Your Birthday Suit!

Free to every newborn child
Comes a bag, and this bag is wild!
It's quite amazing, and it's true;
It really can take care of you!

It holds your muscles, bones and blood.
(Without it, there might be a flood!) It covers you just like a suit
And keeps you warm from head to foot.

Most clothing fades when sun comes in,
But your bag produces melanin:
A super-nifty darkening action
To save you from a sun reaction.

Besides that, there's a useful system —
An auto-cooling mechanism!
When temperatures rise to 92,
Your Birthday Suit knows what to do!

It makes your outside skin feel wet,
It works quite well — we call it sweat;
And when this sweat evaporates,
It cools you off so you feel great!

Three million tiny sweaty glands
Are in your arms and legs and hands,
And lots of other places too.
Too hard to count; I can't, can you?

When temperatures drop, and you feel chilly,
Your suit's got a trick, and it's a dilly!
It "arms" you with goosebumps that
Stiffen your hair, And trap a warming layer of air...

Now if you still are in a dither,
Your muscles twitch and make you shiver!
That "shiver switch" turns on, you see,
And that produces energy!

You really should feel great just knowing That your epidermis is showing!
That's the outside of your skin —
It keeps bad germs from getting in!

It isn't really very thick,
But helps keep you from getting sick!
The under part is called the dermis —
And it's alive! But please don't "squirm us."

It holds your cells and roots and glands,
(Let's give our dermis a great big hand)! Tear your suit? Did it get damaged? Well, fear not; your bag can manage!

Don't go out to buy a spare...
Your Birthday Suit can self-repair!
Your skins got grooves, so you can wiggle;
It's sensitive to feel a tickle.

It's damp and dry and thin and hairy.
Sound complex? It sure is! Very! But it's the best deal you can find, So take care of your own; you can't have mine!
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